Thai Signature Recognition System (HTSRS) based on multilayer perceptron and radial basis network . In order to achieve this objective, a combination of back-propagation and generalized regression neural networks is proposed. The first stage is implemented by using two parallel back propagation and generalized regression neural network in order to reduce training time and make a system adaptable. The second stage is implemented by using the generalized regression neural network for final decision. The system is composed of two principal phases : signature feature extraction and classification. For the extraction step, global and grid features of all signature images are first extracted. Then this features are feed into the first and second stage neural network classifier for training. The second group is for testing and unknown signature. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the proposed system performs rate is 90.00%.
I. INTRODUCTION
OMPUTER systems have a role to society. Whether it is bordered by the government. Or private broadly The system has been applied to many applications on the computer . It is bordered to the public , business, industry and finance . Applications above Including the development of computer systems to identify , manage transactions, also called biometric system which bordered bringing mathematical methods . Or statistical analysis used to identify an individual or verify a person automatically. The physical attributes of different individuals such as fingerprint, hand geometry, retina pattern, iris pattern, facial detection. Or use behavioral characteristics of an individual for example voice, gait recognition, signature recognition [6] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [16] , [17] .
At present time the trends to use of tablet PCs are likely to rise and operating one is easy to use. However, the language input method for most tablet PCs is a virtual keyboard; a set of virtual on screen buttons that allow typing by touching.
Because there is no actual button on virtual keyboard then operating is difficult. On-line optical character recognition (OCR) is a solution to make the input method more convenient. OCR is applied to earn machine-understandable text from our handwriting on tablet screen. For example, WritePad [1] and PhatPad [2] are on-line OCR software systems for iPad and android tablets. But this software still does not support Thai
From the study of research on Thai handwriting such as that of online handwriting signature recognition based on wavelet energy feature matching [3] in which presents new algorithm of classification. They do not use Thai signature in the experiment. The formal language in Thai with its unique 44 alphabets 32 vowels and 4 tones. In general Thai words have 3 writing levels; body, upper vowels and lower vowels. More difficult to classifies handwriting Thai alphabets with head and without head [4] , [5] , [7] , [15] , [16] .
For the above reasons mentioned already . Thus creating a challenge for us. How to design of handwritten Thai signatures . We have presented a new algorithm by describing the Feature Extraction in two stages, the first stage is a Global feature to split the alphabet and separate level of the signature. The second stage , we use Grid feature to determine the density of black pixel in the signature image. Next we proposed methodology with MLP [11] and RBN [14] 2) Image area. An area with the images. This means that the number of these black pixels are the actual size of the line that separates without background.
3) Pure width. Net width of the signature image. 7) The maximum black pixels in the vertical by the image in each column. Then find the largest value of the number of black pixels of all columns 150 columns.
8) The maximum black pixels on the horizontal by the image in each row. Then find the largest value of the number of rows of black pixels all 100 rows.
9) The density histogram h(i) presents the density for each row i The density distribution describes the probability of having h foreground pixels.
10) The density histograms h(j) presents the density for each column j. See in Figure 2 . . In the density probability distribution (lower graphic)
B. Grid Feature
In this stage we make block sizes brace onto the signature image. To analyze the density of the foreground of the image by the number of black pixel found in each block of the block, for example blocks see in Figure 3 . Which we used in this experiment. Our analysis of the appropriateness of the size of the image signature HTSRS in which the image is determined standard size to 100X150 pixels and thus determine size 4x5, 5x10 and 10x10 blocks. For density of black pixel in each block show in Figure 4 . where For HTSRS the training neural network to classify the signature are divided into two phases, which are described in more detail below.
A. First stage classification
First, we used of Multilayer perceptron by using Back propagation Algorithm and Radial basis network using Generalize regression network. Both networks are neural networks with training then we must divided data into two groups: the first group data used for training and the other data used for testing, see as Figure 7 . Fig. 7 The average of the Global features using in training with 10 persons all 600 vectors
All of global features is stored in Glb_Data of 600 vectors and then calculated for average of all individual signatures. The average vector is store in a database which will be training T1. For the same grid feature. Stored in the table Grd_Data vector is used to calculate the average vector of all individual as well. Then store the average vector calculated in the form of 100 -dimensional 10 vectors in T2 for training set.
When the two group of all feature to separate for training (T1), testing (T2) then the next step into the neural network. We can show framework in Figure 8 . vector 600 vector grid next two features put into the RBF neural network again. This procedures will achieve results through training and testing in Table A2 is 10-dimensional vector 600 vector and output Y2 is 100-dimensional vector table of 600 vectors.
When the results of all four networks in first stage then we calculated the Euclidean distance between the results obtained with the input data. These are pair of them for minimum distance.
 Euclidean distance between A1 and Glb_Data  Euclidean distance between Y1 and Grd_Data  Euclidean distance between A2 and Glb_Data  Euclidean distance between Y2 and Grd_Data
Fig. 9 Minimum of Euclidean distance between A1 and Glb_Data

B. Second stage classification
After completing the training, the first step, we store the position of the Minimum distance of each feature compared to the results through training (A1, Y1, A2 and Y2), which makes the Minimum distance 1, Minimum distance 2, Minimum distance 3 and Minimum. distance 4 from the reference position of the distance into second stage classification. For the training to use it as well. We bring vectors of average value from the individual person by two feature vectors are the same as for training and decision in this stage. We can show framework of this stage in Figure 10 . When the results came out we will bring it to reference check whether correct or not.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT
Signature image in this research import from scanner 600 image. The experimental procedure can be summarized as follows.
1) Convert signature images to binary and determine to standard size in 100x150 pixel.
2) Skeletonization on images.
3) Analysis on images with two groups of feature are Global feature and Grid feature.
4) The results from the analysis of the two group features are classified in the first step with Back propagation and Generalize regression network in one-on-one network.
5) Gather data from the classification in the first stage to make that decision signature Image is true or false with Radial Basis Network.
We adopt a Global feature by measuring the distance with Euclidean Distance it's shown graph distance's signature image that is as close to "กาญจนา" shown in Figure11. This results is correct. However, this approach may give inaccurate results. When the distance is measured over a similar signature. We need more accuracy with MLP and GRN learn and decide. showed graph that appears consistent are in rather up to 90%. In experimental we tested 30 times by dividing the training set 66% and the test set 33%. The result in second stage classification is final decision which experimental results shown in Table 1 . The minimum Euclidean distance is selected out from 4 neural network in first stage. We will determine the order of the network. The results came out with an accuracy of 90% VII. CONCLUSION This paper proposed a novel HTSRS algorithm, we used two groups of features. Global feature such as image area, pure height, pure width, center of Thai signature in the vertical, center of signature, horizontal, etc. and Grid feature with three block size then take all the features into a neural network for training for signature images from 10 persons with each 60 images. By calculating the average of the signature of each person from all database for represent.
When through the process of learning with Multilayer perceptron (MLP) trained using back propagation algorithm and then fed to the neural network is another layer Radial basis Network (RBF), which select the Generalize Regression Network (GRN) for use in decision.
VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH
In the second stage of HTSRS. We used data from a database into a neural network. If the results of the classification in the first stage into the second stage directly. In another we will use other algorithm for training may be one of the ways to make them better . It is best to develop and bring to trial in the next study.
